Abstract This work takes place in the framework of GEODIFF project (funded by CNRS) and deals with the general issue of the social behavior modeling of pest insects with a particular focus on Bark Beetles. Bark Beetles are responsible for pine trees devastation in North America since 2005. In order to stem the problem and to apply an adapted strategy, one should be able to predict the evolution of the population of Bark Beetles. More precisely, a model taking into account a given population of insects (a colony) interacting with its environment, the forest ecosystem, would be very helpful. In a previous work, we aimed to model diffusive phenomenons across the environment using a simple reactive Multiagent System. Bark beetle use pheromones as a support for recruitment of other bark beetles in the neighborhood in order to achieve a mass attack over a tree. They are first attracted by the ethanol or other phytopheromones emitted by a sick, stressed or dead tree and reinforce the presence of other individuals amongst the targeted tree. Both ethanol and semiochemicals are transported through the forest thanks to the wind, thermic effects and this advection phenomenon is modulated by the topology of the environment, tree and other obstacles distribution. In other words, the environment is involved in the process of a bark beetle attack. The first modeling we used to tackle our objective was not spatially explicit as long as free space propagation only was taken into account (isotropic phenomenon) with no constraint imposed by the environment such as wind. This article is intended to take into account such physical phenomenons and push the modeling one step further by providing predictions driven by measures provided by a Geographical Information System.
Introduction
Modeling of the population dynamics is an essential part of both research and management of forest pest insects. These kind of complex objectives require prediction of population changes over long time intervals and over large areas. Of course, it is impossible to predict pest abundance at specific location ten years ahead, but it may be possible to predict the change in average pest population density as a result of some change in environment.
Formerly, to tackle this objective, mathematical modeling was the major tool for predicting population dynamics and the reader could refer to Berryman and Millstein [1] for a complete overview of some of the most known models that are mainly based on modifications of discrete-time analog of the logistic model. The main advantage of such methods is that parameters of these models can be adjusted to fit available data.
Nowadays, mathematical modeling based approaches tend to be replaced by Multi-agent Modeling (MAM) based ones that has constituted an important research and development area for the past two decades [2] .
Aim of this article is to propose a MAM based on a simple reactive Multi-agent System (MAS) [3, 4] with possibility to take into account evolution physical laws related to the corresponding environment. More precisely, we want to show that by integrating the way the resources and the trail markers could naturally vanish, steered by a diffusive phenomenon parametrically described using a spatio-temporal like heat equation, we can obtain a more realistic modeling of the global behavior of the MAS dynamics.
Practically speaking, we focus our attention on the behavior modeling of a particular social pest insect: the "Bark beetle". Bark beetles or "Scolytes" are ecologically and economically significant [5] since outbreak species help to renew the forest by killing older trees and other species aid in the decomposition of dead wood. However, several outbreak-prone species are known as notorious pests that can cause tremendous damage to pine tree forests for instance [6] . As a consequence, a better understanding of the social behavior of this beetle would definitely be of some precious help to limit its damage capability.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, the model used for experiments is presented and detailed. In Section 3, different scenarios are considered for experiments in order to show that the proposed modeling is realistic and can adapt to non-classic situations including anisotropic phenomenons like wind. In the last section, conclusion and discussion are proposed.
Materials and Modeling

GAMA platform
In the context of this work, the GAMA platform was used [7, 8, 9] . GAMA is a freely available modeling and simulation development environment for building spatially explicit agent-based simulations. GAMA platform allows to:
-Design, prototype and write models in the GAML agent-oriented language and its optional graphical modeling tool. -Instantiate agents from any kind of dataset, including GIS data, and execute large-scale simulations (up to millions of agents). -Couple discrete or continuous topological layers, multiple levels of agency and multiple paradigms (mathematical equations, control architectures, finite state machines). -Define rich experiments on models and explore their parameters space for calibration and validation.
-Design rich user interfaces that support deep inspections on agents, user-controlled actions and panels, multi-layer 2D/3D displays and multiple agent aspects.
Because of the related flexibility and the possibility to enrich the existing functions in GAML language, the GAMA platform appears as the best solution, providing us the tools to create our complete environment, including complex phenomena as anisotropic ones (winds for instance).
Static Model
The static model considered in this work was introduced in [10] . Synthetically, the concentration of chemical agents in the environment is modeled according to a Gaussian law decreasing as and when the distance to the tree is increasing. The scolytes and trees behavior is controlled by a finite state automaton owned by each agent. This way, specific operation are realized by each agent, in accordance with a specific internal state at a given instant. The model is constituted of three species (Scolyte, Tree, Environment cell) and their description are mutually dependent. There is no optimal order for describing each one. In the following, each aspect of the model (environments, agents, interactions and related physical laws) are detailed.
Environment The environment is discretized in a finite number of square cells noted (x, y). Each cell is characterized by two variables modeling (i) the amounts of ethanol and (ii) the quantity of pheromones in the cell.
Ethanol The amount of ethanol available in cell (x, y) at time t is given by :
with S being the set of trees in ALIVE state, E s (t) being the amount of ethanol emitted by the s tree (of spatial coordinate (x s , y s )), at time t, given by equation (5) .
Pheromones The amount of aggregation pheromones available in a (x, y) cell at time t is given by :
with S being the set of trees in ALIVE state, P h s (t) being the amount of aggregation pheromones emitted by the scolyte located in cell (x, y) given by the equation (7).
Attractiveness The attractiveness of a cell (x, y) is defined as a convex combination of the amounts of contained chemical agents given by :
with η being the coupling coefficient chosen empirically between 0 and 1.
Tree A tree lying in a (x s , y s ) cell is noted s(x, y). This tree represents an amount of resource for scolytes noted R s (t) and this variable is evolving according to the number of scolytes present in the s(x, y) cell. For all experiments, we use the usual logistic law of Eq. (4) to model the evolution of the resources on a site.
-α being a constant representing the average consumption rate of the resource by a scolyte between two infinitesimal time steps.
(4) is a positive or null amount. The behavior of a tree is described by two states :
ALIVE The tree is alive. This is the initial state of each tree. All along its lifespan, it will rot and emit in the environment an amount of ethanol noted E s , proportional to a fraction µ of the remaining ressources R s . The ethanol amount emitted by a tree s(x, y) at time t is given by :
A tree will switch to the DEAD state when R s (t) = 0. DEAD The tree is dead. This is its final state. No more operation can arise.
Scolyte A scolyte contained in a given cell (x, y) is noted a(x, y). The behavior of a Scolyte [11, 12, 13] is described by three main states :
INIT This is the initial state of a scolyte after its instantiation. This is a technical state added in order to work around a constraint of the GAML language stating that an initial state must be declared. More than anything, the initial state of a scolyte agent may be different according to its initial location or experiment constraints. It is impossible to force the initial state during the instantiation. A transition towards the FLYING state is trigged if the scolyte is in a cell containing an ALIVE tree. Otherwise, a transition towards the EATING state is trigged.
FLYING In this state, the scolyte will choose the next cell he will visit by using its local perceptions. The immediate neighborhood of the cell occupied by the a agent is noted N (a). The scolyte will fly towards the cell (x , y ) from the N (a) cell with a probability related to the cell attractiveness. The probability for a scolyte to move in the cell (x , y ) is given by :
with A(x , y , t) the attractiveness of the (x , y ) cell, at instant t. Then, the target cell is determined thanks to a barrel roll algorithm, i.e. by scanning the attractivity of each possible in a 8-connectivity neighborhood. Several copies of each cell are inserted in a list. The number of copies of each cell is proportional to the associated transition probability towards this cell. If no cell is really attractive, all transitions are with same probability and the cell is thus randomly selected in N (a). This probabilistic roaming gives the opportunity to each agent to move sometimes in a cell different than the most attractive cell. Since the new surrounding cells may be close to another potential well, the scolytes are allowed to separate from the colony and explore new areas of the environment.
EATING When the scolyte lands in the cell s(x, y) containing a tree, it consumes the R s resource by eating a µ fraction and emitting a v amount of aggregation pheromones in the s(x, y) cell. This cell becomes more attractive for the other scolytes. The amount of pheromones emitted by the scolytes in the s(x, y) cell at time t is given by :
with ν the amount of aggregation pheromones emitted by a single scolyte. At each iteration, the departure probability of the scolyte a to move from the s source is given by :
The transition towards the FLYING state is related to the probability q a (t). A variable between 0 and 1 is randomly selected in a uniform distribution. If the result is less than (8) , the transition to the FLYING state occurs. Otherwise, the scolyte stays in the EATING state.
Diffusion/Reaction
Formerly introduced in [14] for MAS Modeling, matter diffusion is an irreversible transport phenomenon and one may define it by the trend of a system to converge towards a homogenous concentration of chemical agents. The diffusion equation is given by :
with r the cell where the φ density, sampled at time t, is set, D(φ, r) is the diffusion coefficient for the φ density sampled at place r, and D(φ, r) may be an input from a GIS. By considering the diffusion coefficient as a constant value over the whole R map 1 , the equation (9) may be rewritten as :
This is the well known heat equation. By considering r = (x, y), first order spatial derivatives along X and Y axis, the square cell hypothesis and the 8-connexity of the cells, Eq. 10 may be solved on the discrete time case by :
with Φ R (t) = (φ(x, y, t)) x∈Rx,y∈Ry being the concentration of a given chemical reagent in the R space The equation (11) is now extended by :
with Q Φ R (t) being the amount of created (or vanished) chemical reagent φ by the chemical reactions happenings over the whole R map (It is also called the the reaction term), and Φ R (t) * G D is the diffusion term. It is a solution to the diffusion reaction equation.
Diffusion/Reaction/Evaporation
The current update equation (12) is still not so realistic. Suspended chemical agents may have a limited persistence. This persistence depends mainly on moisture and ambient temperature. Without a deep understanding of complex chemical reaction, we propose to simply model the evaporation as a progressive reduction of the current amount of chemical agent. The amount map Q Φ R (t) is simply extended as :
with Ev Φ being the evaporation constant between 0 and 1. It represents the amount of diffused Φ R (t) being evaporated, and Q Φ R (t) is the simple reaction term.
A fraction Ev Φ of the diffused amount Φ R (t) * G D is subtracted from the current amount for chemical reagents Q Φ R (t). By plugging this extended reaction term (13) in equation (12) , it comes :
Only a fraction 1 − Ev Φ of the diffusion term is kept. Like D Φ , Ev Φ is chosen constant over the whole R map for simplicity purpose but it may be kept variable, for instance by taking into account measures from a GIS
Diffusion/Reaction/Evaporation/Advection
The wind phenomenon may be modeled by the advection equation. The advection of a scalar quantity may be written as the gradient of the average velocity vector moving a Φ amount of chemical agent. By using the finite elements method and first order spatial derivatives, the equation (14) becomes :
The advection is represented by a stencil V opposed to the diffusion stencil G D . This scheme is unstable for v > 1. The initial model (11) is based on a forward Euler method with a unitary time-step 2 . One can rewrite the model using the Euler forward method or a higher order method (like the Runge-Kutta 4) in order to avoid numerical instability problems. In [15] , the author proposes a method based on the reverse scheme. By considering the displacement vector as the variation of the r(t) position of a particle during a short time-lapse, one may write :
The r(t + 1) may be deduced from r(t) and u(t)
Instead of moving an amount of chemical reagent from one point to another, the place r where the advected amount is originated will be determined by inverting the advection vector direction.
The point r source = r − u(r, t) · ∆t is not a exactly a discrete cell coordinate but a point located between the 4 adjacent cells of the source. The amount q advected from r source is determined thanks to a bilinear interpolation between the amounts contained in the 4 adjacent cells of the source. This interpolated amount is added to r destination and subtracted from the 4 adjacent cells of the source, proportionally to their contribution weighting in the bilinear interpolation. The advected amounts are conserved ( [16] ). The velocity map may be precomputed in order to take into account several obstacles such as trees in the environment.
Experiments and Results
The following experiments aim to exhibit the effect of wind on the colony's next move. Wind is advecting semiochemicals and ethanol. The attractiveness of an area from the point of view of the Scolyte is driven by the concentration of semiochemicals and ethanol. From a upper point of view, It may be interpreted by a concentration map of reagents on the forest ecosystem. Any modulation of the "density map" could lead to a different behavior of a colony and may have several consequences on the other actors of the ecosystem due to their tight coupling.
Double-Well Potential Function
This is the reference experiment. The colony converges towards the nearest tree, consumes all its resources and then forages for the next host tree. This is the straight implementation of the model introduced in Section (2). The only source of non determinism in this simulation is the stochastic probabilistic selection of the next cell, a random "walk" algorithm.
Description The grid world is set up with a 50 × 50 empty array of semiochemicals and ethanol. Scolytes are initially consuming the first tree at coordinates (20, 5) and each of the three provide the same amount of ressource (arbitrarly set to 1000). The figure 1 displays this configuration. The attraction map is colored according a logarithmic scale described by the following equation :
With :
The red color denotes a non attractive cell 3 and a pink cell denotes a very attractive cell Observations Figure 2 depicts the colony's path through the forest.
1. The colony is initially set on the T i tree (Figure 2a) . The surrounding cells are less attractive than the immediate neighborhood of T i . The all colony is aggregated on this particular location of the map. 2. Scolytes are consuming T i resources and will move towards the closest tree T l once totally consumed (Figure 2b ). The tree stop emits ethanol and scolytes stops emit pheromones. After evaporation of the remaining amounts of reagents, the attractiveness gradient is now positive and scolyte will be trapped by the closest potential well. 3. According to the scolytes perception, the most interesting bearing is given by the closest tree. Almost the entire colony is consuming the T l tree (Figure 2c ). Due to the randomized/probabilistic move of each agent, a small part of the population is sometimes set at a random location according to a given probability. 4. Colony is mostly located on the T l tree (Figure 2d ) and the remaining agents are consuming the T r tree. 5. Once T l is left dead, the colony converges quickly towards the remaining T r tree (Figure 2e ). The attractiveness around T l decreases since all over no more ethanol nor pheromones are emitted. The remaining chemical products are evaporated. The gradient becomes positive and the colony is no longer trapped around T l 6. The whole colony is consuming the T r tree resources (Figure 2f ). They are trapped but the potential well induced by ethanol and pheromones emission.
Each agent is following the shortest path to the local maximum of attractiveness when not wandering. The random exploratory strategy is useful for handling the case where attractiveness gradient is not relevant. The path of the colony in this experiment is summarized by 
Wind Influence
This experience aims to demonstrate the effect of the wind on the colony's trend in choosing the most attractive cells when flying.
Description The same configuration as in the previous experiment is kept and is extended by adding a wind corridor. The figure 3 displays the effect of wind on the attractiveness map. Clearly, amounts of ethanol and pheromones are transported from one cell to another. Observations Figure 4 depicts the colony's path through the forest modified by the advection of semiochemicals.
1. The colony is initially set on the T i tree (Figure 4a ). The surrounding cells are less attractive than the immediate neighborhood of T i . The colony is focused those cells. 2. Scolytes are consuming T i resources and will move towards the most interesting cells once totally consumed (Figure 4b ). The attractiveness gradient is now positive and scolyte will be trapped by the closest potential well. 3. According to the scolytes perception, the most interesting bearing is now towards the T r tree which is not the closest tree. Almost the entire colony is consuming the T r tree (Figure 4c ). Due to the randomized/probabilistic move of each agent, a small part of the population is sometimes set at a random location according to a given probability. 4. Colony is mostly located on the T r tree (Figure 4d ) and the remaining agents are consuming the T l tree. 5. Once T r left dead, colony converges quickly towards the remaining T l tree (Figure 4e ). The attractiveness around T l is lowered since over the no more ethanol nor pheromones are emitted. The remaining chemical products are evaporated. The gradient becomes positive and the colony is no longer trapped around T r 6. The whole colony is consuming the T l tree resources (Figure 4f ). They are trapped but the potential well induced by ethanol and pheromones emission.
The path of the colony in this experiment is summarized by (T i → T r → T l ) In this article, a MAS approach is proposed for modeling of the behavior of pest insects, not only considering their classic social interactions using hormones, but also by the taking into of the external physical phenomena that characterized the environment in which the agents are living (linear and non -linear diffusion). This work extends former work of Langlois et al [14] in which only simple linear phenomenon were taken into account in chemical agents diffusion process modeling and is new considering applications to the modeling of ant-like insects' behavior. The 3.2 section shows that modeling physical phenomenon by taking into account measurements extracted from a GIS allows the hybrid MAS-PDE simulator GAMA to provide more realistic forecasts. In other words, the agent's behavior is modified thanks to their interaction with the environment and their peer trough the environment. This environment is no longer static and have its own dynamic, like the other agents. Each cell from the grid world and each particle of chemical reagent may be considered as a particular agent. We use simplified fluid dynamics usual equations in order to demonstrate the feasibility of a joint MAS-PDE modeling tool. This work is easily extendable to GP-GPU fluid dynamics and MPI clustering in order to support larger scale problems. From a modeling point of view now, the current model have several limitations :
-The advection model is incomplete and have no support for viscosity. The amounts of chemical reagents are like teleported from one point or another without any resistance to advection. The velocity map needs to be updated at each step according by the perturbations resulting from the viscosity forces modeling.
-pressure, topology, heat, moisture have a major influence on the velocity map and need -Real world is in three dimensions and our grid world have only two dimensions. Temperature differences play an important role in the determination of the velocity map -The size of the environment, agents and their parameters, different timescales have to be studied and fixed -The behavior of scolytes is incomplete: Eggs, larvaes, females, males scolytes have different behaviors and different needs. Other pheromones play an important role in local competition handling and colonies formation. -Dynamic environments also have an influence on scolytes, such as wind carrying the agents.
-Other actors/phenomenons of the ecosystem need to be modeled. Especially, human and forest management, fires, water and temperature.
To overcome these limitations, tools inspired coming from large scale fluid dynamics simulations could be of real interest and integrating these real-time computing methods in the MAS-PDE simulator could permit to have a modeling of the insects' behavior always more realistic, which is of primary importance for an efficient and anticipated management of the pest insect populations.
